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on the Scene
Photos by
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FDNY Rescue 4 adds Brothers In Battle to their
new rig, honoring the members they have lost.

FDNY 343 on the water by the Brooklyn Bridge

An FDNY Rescue Medic trains to respond
to unconventional locations

On scene at a recent refuse barge fire in
Greenpoint, Brooklyn

On scene at a recent refuse barge fire in
Greenpoint, Brooklyn

Long Island City warehouse fire

FDNY Commissioner Cassano prepares to rappel 44 stories,
raising money for the American Cancer Society’s Over The
Edge Event as FDNY Chief of Safety, Steve Raynis, looks on

Commissioner Cassano rappels 44 stories, raising
$16,000 for the American Cancer Society’s Over
The Edge Event on September 27, 2012

Rigging for the high points of the Over The Edge
Event in Jersey City, NY at the Harborside Financial
Center Plaza 5

Paramedic Dave Kruysman

Durkee Lane, East Patchogue Fire

Training
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editor’s message
To subscribe to our magazine and receive
a free hard copy, visit our website at:
www.nyfirefightersnow.com

W

elcome to the premiere issue of NY Firefighters Now, which is part of
Envisage Productions publications. NY Fighters Now, as with all our
publications is owned and operated by active and retired police, fire and
EMS personnel, both professional and volunteer.

Our goal is to promote unity through out New York State among the fire service in fighting issues affecting our profession,
promote our charities, social functions, and activities. In addition, we will work on public awareness about what we
really do for the citizens we serve both on duty and off duty, not what the lies and half-truths the media prints or what
our elected officials tell them. We are great for a photo op where they can say that they support us one day, but then
the next day they’ll claim that we are the cause of all the financial problems. Then they come after our hard earned and
negotiated benefits and salary (which they approved) while leaving their own salaries untouched and giving each other
raises for part-time jobs.
As we grow, with your help, we will bring out issues affecting not only individual departments but also issues affecting
all emergency service personnel. We will call elected officials out onto the mat to answer for their actions against us.
I would like to thank the following people for helping me bring this first issue to print: Mrs. Mary Anne Nappi for
meeting with me, and allowing me to publish a story on her late husband Lt. Richard Nappi of FDNY, and to Brendan
Corrigan, Marie Corrigan (wife of the late Capt. James Corrigan FDNY) and the Corrigan family, thank you for sharing
Jim’s story, and allowing it to be the reason to why you started the Captain James Corrigan Memorial Foundation, which
assists families with children who have life threatening illness. Thank you to Rick Markley, Editor FireRescue1.com. Also
thank you to retired 36-year FDNY veteran Daniel Prince. His personal interview about his career tells of his passion and
love for the department which he continues to volunteer his service with the FDNY Family Transportation Unit till this
very day. Finally, to Kyra Neeley for allowing us to use her photos in our publication which includes shooting our first
cover and a special thank you to Sol Molgen and Tom Brock for their personal contacts and introductions.
Our publication is distributed free thanks to our advertisers. Our advertisers support you please support them.

Bobby Picioccio
Managing Director
NY Firefighters Now
nyfirefightersnow@gmail.com

Advertise with us…
It doesn’t cost…
It pays.
201.881.5100
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FIRE PROMOTIONS
Fire Commissioner Salvatore Cassano
presided over the Fire Promotions Ceremony on
Wednesday, Jan. 2, at the Fire Academy on Randalls Island.
To Battalion Chief
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.

Dennis P. Meyers, E-4
Malcolm Moore, L-107
William J. Carroll, E-47
Robert Amato, L-147
Harold J. Gumb, E-28
Patrick J. Lindquist, D-3
Patrick G. Tansey, E-329
Joseph E. Abbamonte, HAZBAT

Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.
Cpt.

John J. Donovan, E-42
Robert A. Belovin, L-122
James T. Corcoran, L-146
Matthew T. Ferris, D-11
Daniel J. Sheehan, E-6
James J. Doddy, E-16
Charles A. Mastandrea, E-60
Timothy B. Scully, E-331

To Supervising Fire Marshal
FM Thomas Sabella, BKBAS

To Lieutenant
FM Raymond McPolin, HOPBAS
FF Steven J. Lee, SQD-1
FM Michael S. Deangelis, HOPBAS
FM Nelson Roman, HOPBAS
FF Richard C. Rotondo, E-202
FF Michael J. Fletcher, L-168
FF Kenneth G. Warns, L-163
FF Daniel T. Barvels, E-219
FF John S. Bruen, L-161
FF Joseph K. Lennon, Jr., L-111
FF Ryan A. Rockfeller, E-318
FF Barry J. Annette, L-37
FF Matthew W. Hornung, E-33
FF Michael Frey, L-32
FF John P. Drumm, L-37

FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF

Thomas J. Bendick, E-65
George P. Murphy, L-123
Cornel R. Vitiello, E-166
Matthew T. Quinn, L-105
Michael B. Bianco, L-2
Alexander J. Pollina, E-22
Gregory T. Kenny, L-166
John J. Tepedino, L-112
Mark A. Hanebury, E-292
Michael A. Kentner, L-33
Richard J. Scannapieco, L-153
Sean B. Heeran, L-132
John J. Henley, E-233
John E. Paluzzi, L-147
Natanael Pena, L-104

To Fire Marshal
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF

Sean M. O’Connor, L-47
Anthony Kotowicz, E-28
Justin C. Horigan, L-157
Kenneth W. Hettwer, E-64
Zackary Fletcher, L-132
Kieran T. Burke, E-248

FF
FF
FF
FF
FF

Bruce R. Rowland, Jr., E-305
Christopher Guglielmo, B-50
Brian J. Johnson, E-82
Brian T. Blair, L-114
Peter A. Lindell, Jr., L-131
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health & fitness

OBESITY AND

FIREFIGHTERS
By Matt Brzycki

O

ne factor that’s associated with an increased risk of
cardiovascular disease is obesity. According to the most
recent statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), 35.9% of American adults are obese and another
33.3% are overweight.

ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS

These numbers are staggering, but the prevalence of obesity and
those who are overweight is even higher among firefighters. For
example, one study of 332 career firefighters in Massachusetts
found that 34.9% were obese and another 53.0% were overweight.
And a study of 116 career firefighters in New York found that
51.7% were obese and another 43.1% were overweight.

In general, being overweight/obese has an enormous impact on
physical, mental, emotional and social health and development. For
example, overweight/obese individuals have a higher risk of chronic
conditions such as cardiovascular disease, asthma, hypertension
(high blood pressure), high cholesterol, bone/joint problems and
certain types of cancer.

TERMINOLOGY

Another concern is a condition known as metabolic syndrome
which refers to a cluster of several risk factors for cardiovascular
disease and Type 2 Diabetes. These risk factors include high waist
circumference, high triglycerides, hypertension, high blood glucose
and low high-density lipoproteins. Males who are overweight are
six times more likely to meet the criteria for metabolic syndrome
than males who are normal weight; males who are obese are 32
times more likely to meet the criteria for metabolic syndrome than
males who are normal weight.

Before any further discussions, it’s necessary to go over several
definitions. The terms “overweight” and “obese” are based on
body mass index (BMI) which is a ratio of weight to height.
To calculate your BMI, follow these three steps:
1. Take your height in inches and multiply it by itself.
2. Divide that number into your bodyweight in pounds.
3. Multiply that number by 703.
To illustrate, a firefighter who stands 5 feet 10 inches (70 inches)
and weighs 180 pounds has a BMI of about 25.8. [Calculation: 70 x
70 = 4,900; 180 ÷ 4,900 = 0.0367; 0.0367 x 703 = 25.8.]
The CDC recognizes four BMI categories for adults who are older
than 20. Here are those categories along with their associated BMIs:
• underweight = 18.4 and below
• normal weight = 18.5 to 24.9
• overweight = 25.0 to 29.9
• obese = 30.0 and above
A potential pitfall of the BMI is that it doesn’t distinguish fat
mass from muscle/bone mass. Two people of the same height and
weight would have the same BMI but it’s quite conceivable that
they could have markedly different levels of body fat. So even
though their BMI is identical, one individual can have an excessive
amount of body fat while the other can have an acceptable
amount. The fact of the matter is that people who are muscular
and/or have “big bones” could be mistakenly categorized as
overweight or even obese.

8
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Therefore, the BMI must be employed – and interpreted – with
caution. However, it’s safe to say that being overweight/obese is
having an excessive amount of body fat.

In addition, many overweight/obese individuals have a greater risk
of sleep apnea which is the cessation of breathing while asleep.
This occurs when the fatty tissue in the neck area compresses the
airway and obstructs the flow of oxygen. Needless to say, sleep
apnea is a potentially fatal disorder.
Those who are overweight/obese suffer from a poor self-image
and low self-esteem along with a tendency to withdraw from
others and experience increased loneliness, sadness, nervousness
and depression. These individuals can also be subjected to social
stigmatization and discrimination.
Firefighters who are overweight/obese are less fit to perform their
jobs in comparison to firefighters who are normal weight. Being
less fit not only puts the individual firefighter at risk, but also his/
her fellow firefighters as well as the general public.
Point to ponder: People who gain weight are more easily fatigued.
People who are more easily fatigued are less active. People who are
less active gain weight. Talk about a vicious cycle.

To Advertise Call: 201.881.5100

WHY THE HIGHER PREVALENCE?
Several reasons have been cited as to why firefighters have such
a high prevalence of obesity, including lengthy periods of low or
no activity and sleep disruption. Shift work has been fingered as
another reason because this schedule makes it more difficult for
firefighters to adopt and sustain regular patterns of healthy eating
and exercising. Lastly, many fire departments have no mandatory
fitness program and/or fitness testing. This gives many firefighters
little or no incentive to maintain an appropriate bodyweight.

THE MECHANICS OF WEIGHT LOSS
How do individuals become overweight/obese? Well, it boils down
to simple arithmetic: Over a long period of time, the number of
calories that they consumed was greater than the number of
calories that they used. And that surplus of calories was stored in
their bodies in the form of fat. Since there are about 3,500 calories
in one pound of fat, producing a surplus of a mere 250 calories
a day for 14 days will add one pound of fat to your body. This
might not sound like much but do that for a year and you’ll be 26
pounds heavier.
There are three ways to lose weight: Eat less, exercise more or do
a combination of the two. In fact, sensible and sustainable weight

loss is a blend of eating less calories and using more calories. Look
at it this way: To lose 10 pounds of fat in 10 weeks, you’d have
to produce a deficit of 500 calories per day for 70 consecutive
days. Eating 500 less calories per day can be quite a challenge; the
same can be said about using 500 more calories per day. And don’t
forget, this 500-calorie deficit would need to be achieved every day
for 10 weeks.
The best way to lose weight, then, is to do a combination of the
two: Eat a little less and exercise a little more. And it doesn’t have
to be a 50-50 split. In this example, you could achieve a deficit of
500 calories by eating 200 less calories and using 300 more calories.
Same result but less overwhelming. Or, perhaps producing a deficit
of 250 calories per day is more realistic for you than a deficit of 500
calories per day.
Bottom line: Obesity is highly prevalent among firefighters, but the
condition is manageable with the right approach and a dedicated
effort.
Matt Brzycki is the Assistant Director of Campus Recreation, Fitness
at Princeton University in Princeton, New Jersey. A former Marine
Drill Instructor, he has authored, co-authored and edited 17 books
including his latest, the fourth edition of A Practical Approach to
Strength Training.
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feature story

TIPS TO GETTING
THE RIGHT GLOVE
By Robert Avsec

Finding
the perfect
structural
firefighting glove
is like hitting the
lottery; here’s
how to boost
your odds.
10

T

here’s probably no single piece of firefighting protective clothing that arouses more
passionate discussions among firefighters than gloves. Proper fit, manual dexterity and
overall durability are usually the primary topics of those discussions.

When a firefighter finds that glove that meets his or her expectations for all three, it’s almost
like winning the lottery. And the odds of hitting the lottery sometimes seem better. It’s one
reason why, when they find the glove, they’ll wear it until it falls off their hands, much to the
consternation of their company officer or chief.
Glove manufacturers are an optimistic group of folks who diligently keep at their search for
the perfect glove with the same commitment that Ponce de Leon demonstrated in his quest
to find the fountain of youth. Working within the parameters of NFPA 1971: Standards on
Protective Ensembles for Structural Fire Fighting and Proximity Fire Fighting, 2007 Edition, those

NY Firefighters Now | spring 2013
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manufacturers continually seek to balance those primary desires
of firefighters—fit, dexterity, and durability — against the thermal
and mechanical protection requirements of NFPA 1971.
Right now there is a delay in getting newer glove models into the
marketplace. The 2013 edition of NFPA 1971 came out in August
2012; however, the section pertinent to structural firefighting
gloves is currently on hold. Manufacturers are hesitant to submit
new glove models to the product testing labs until that section is
released and those new gloves can be certified to its requirements.
In the meantime, there have been several advances in structural
firefighting gloves that have already been certified using NFPA
1971, 2007.

Better fit

The ESKA fabric gloves sell for $125 to $140. This glove uses a
lightweight, fire resistant Kermel, an aramid material that does not
retain water and dries faster than leather. A silicone-carbon coated
Kevlar reinforcement is used on the palm and knuckles to provide
additional heat and cut resistance.
The Fire-Dex FDX G1 costs $80 to $90. It has a full-grain leather shell
and a Kovenex-R thermal liner. Its TPP rating is 60+.
Shelby Specialty Gloves’ FDP series sells for $75 to $85. These gloves
uses pigskin, cowhide and elk hide for the glove shell in its various
models and features the Gore RT7100 Glove Barrier Fabric for the
vapor barrier.
LION’s newest model, the Commander, has a Kovendex thermal
liner and a TPP rating of 60+. The back of the hand is made of three
pieces to improve grip, stretching and knuckle protection.

The biggest improvements recently have been to the dexterity and
the fit for structural firefighting gloves. Newer gloves incorporate
curvature-fitting, that is, coming out of the box the glove has more
of the natural curvature of the human hand.
Glove designers have also created the three-dimensional glove
by eliminating the fingertip seams and bulky seams between the
fingers. These improvements make it easier for a firefighter to
change channels on his or her radio, put the gloves on or take them
off when they are wet, or put on a helmet and breathing apparatus
while wearing them.
Firefighters should keep in mind, however, the necessary balance
between fit features and protection features that the glove
manufacturers constantly struggle to achieve. Everyone likes a
glove that fits well, however, gloves that are overly snug initially
— with the wearer anticipating a proper fit after they’ve broken
in the gloves — offer less thermal protection because of decreased
trapped air for insulating purposes. The same holds true for
properly fit gloves that become tight from shrinkage after getting
wet and drying out.
“Firefighters don’t expect their turnout coat and pants to fit like
Under Armour because they understand that tight fitting turnouts
would not offer acceptable protection. Firefighting gloves are no
different,” said Tom Ragan, president of Shelby Specialty Gloves.

What’s available
Several current models demonstrate these improved features.
Dragon Fire Products offers Dragonfire Alpha, that sells for $70
to $80, and Fireman’s Shield Alpha X that sells for $80 to $90.
The Fireman’s Shield gloves’ main heat protection comes from its
Kovenex liner, not the leather, resulting in a thinner, softer glove,
which the manufacturer claims does not compromise the thermal
protection rating (60+).
Fire Hooks Unlimited’s leather ESKA brand gloves sell for $125
to $140. ESKA uses a Kevlar/Silver Blend liner to provide heat
and cut protection that is also anti-odor, anti-fungal, anti-static,
and thermodynamic. Protection against blood-borne pathogens,
fluids, chemicals, and water is provided by a Crosstech membrane.
ESKA has been making structural firefighting gloves in Europe,
where the standards are even higher than those of NFPA, since
1912 and has begun marketing its products in the U.S. during the
past few years.

Care and maintenance
For all the components of the structural firefighting ensemble, gloves
take the brunt of abuse during firefighting operations. Proper care
and cleaning helps preserve the glove’s fit and shape, maintain the
glove’s thermal protection properties and extend its lifecycle.
The manufacturers put a lot of effort into the design and production
of their products. And they put a similar amount of effort into testing
— dare I say systematic abuse. Therefore, their recommendations
on care and cleaning are going to be based upon what they’ve
determined works best to maintain the glove’s integrity.
To hold you over until you can locate the specific recommendations
for care and cleaning from the manufacturer of your gloves, here
are some good general guidelines:
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• If gloves have been exposed to toxic
or corrosive chemicals or petroleum
products, segregate them from the
other gear until it can be determined if
they can be properly decontaminated
or if they require disposal.
• If gloves are contaminated with blood or other bodily fluids,
segregate them from the other gear until you can consult and
follow your department’s infection-control policy regarding
decontamination of equipment.
• Use a stiff brush with plastic bristles, like a tire brush, to remove as
much surface debris as possible from the gloves before washing.
• Scrub the shell of the glove using the stiff brush and a mild soap
solution. Saddle soap, available at most shoe stores, is specially
formulated to gently clean leather. Saddle soap also helps
preserve the natural oils in the glove’s leather, an important
component for extending the life of the glove. Avoid harsh soaps
or industrial cleaning agents as these have the opposite effect on
the preservation of oil in the leather.
• Avoid cleaning agents that use bleach or oxygenated cleaners
that contain sodium percarbonate or sodium carbonate, such as

OxyClean, as these agents will degrade the aramid fibers, such as
Kevlar, Kovenex or Kermel.
• Air dry the gloves or dry them using a low-temperature dryer like
a commercial hose dryer to avoid glove shrinkage.
About the Author:
Battalion Chief Robert Avsec (Ret.) served with the Chesterfield
(Va.) Fire & EMS Department for 26 years. He was an active
instructor for fire, EMS, and hazardous materials courses at the
local, state, and federal levels, which included more than 10 years
with the National Fire Academy. Chief Avsec earned his bachelor
of science degree from the University of Cincinnati and his master
of science degree in executive fire
service leadership from Grand Canyon
University. He is a 2001 graduate of the
National Fire Academy’s Executive Fire
Officer Program. Since his retirement in
2007, he has continued to be a life-long
learner working in both the private
and public sectors to further develop
his “management sciences mechanic”
credentials. He makes his home in
Alexandria, Virginia. Contact Robert at
Robert.Avsec@FireRescue1.com

NY Firefighters Now is looking for
people to deliver our publications to
both fire houses and police departments
through out the state. Perfect part-time
job for your day off or for your kid
in college.

Know a business that may want to
advertise with us? Earn 20% commission
on all referred advertisers for as long as
they run their ad.

For more information, email Bobby at
nyfirefightersnow@gmail.com
or call 973-493-4348
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If you’d like to receive this
magazine free by mail…
please go to our website

Mission:
The mission of Moment of Silence, Inc. is an important one. When a public servant sacrifices their life in
the defense of his/her Nation and community it
becomes headline news for a few weeks until the
general public becomes distracted by the routine of
their own lives. When children are left behind they
never forget about the difficulties of having to deal
with life’s challenges absent their hero parent.

It may be many years later when the children are
ready for school. Their parent sacrificed their life for
us – but who remembers the child when the time
comes to help with education expenses?
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If you wish to contact us to discuss contributing to our
cause, please visit us at our contact page and you
will be contacted directly by a member of the Board.
www.momentofsilenceinc.org
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Captain James Corrigan
Memorial Foundation
By Robert Picioccio
Written with the approval and assistance of the Corrigan Family

The Captain James Corrigan
Memorial Foundation was
created by his sons, Brendan
and Sean Corrigan, to honor
their father’s memory and
his actions on September
11, 2001. Before we learn
about this amazing charitable
organization, first let’s get to
know the man which it was
created to honor. Growing up
I remember my parents and
grandparents telling me they can recall exactly where and what
they were doing when they learned President John F. Kennedy was
shot. I, along with countless others in the world, can now say the
same about September 11, 2001. I was working as a stockbroker
at Roan & Meyers located at 17 State Street on the 19th floor. My
office window faced New York Harbor with the Statue of Liberty to
my left and the Twin Towers to my right. That day we all witnessed
the unbelievable, while hundreds of emergency service personnel
did the unbelievable. They ran into the towers, saved lives, and 417
emergency services personnel gave their lives.
One of those men was a retired 25 year veteran of FDNY, Captain
James Corrigan. Joining the fire department in 1969, after being a
New York City police officer for 6 years, he retired in March 1994.
His fire career started in Brooklyn with Ladder Company 147 until
his promotion to lieutenant in October 1978. He was then assigned
to Engine Company 55 in Little Italy until he was transferred to
Ladder Company 10 in Manhattan’s Financial District in October
1984 where Captain Corrigan became an expert in high rise safety.
Promoted to Captain in November 1986, he remained with Ladder
Company 10 until 1992 when he got transferred to Engine Company
320 in Bayside Queens where he retired from in March 1994.
Jim, as he was called by friends, enjoyed playing golf with his
departmental buddies, and spending time with his sons.It didn’t
matter what it was, if his boys wanted to do it then he found a way
to make it happen. He even learned how to ski at the age 40, so he
could spend time doing an activity with his sons. He helped his boys
be boys. ‘Brendan recalled a story from one Goosey Night when his
mom, Marie, told him and his brother, Sean, they could go out with
their friends but “NO” eggs for an egg fight because someone may
get hurt. When Brendan went outside, his dad told him there was 6
dozen eggs behind the shed which he had bought so his boys could
have an egg fight with their friends.

14
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Jim also enjoyed growing roses
which he gave away to people.
He would give a woman
flowers that walked her father
around in his wheelchair after
he had a stroke. Marie did not
know Jim was doing this until
after he was lost when the
woman came to the house to
tell Marie how much the roses
meant to her and her father.
Jim never looked at her dad as
disabled. “That’s how Jim was,” Marie said. “He made people feel
good no matter what.”
Jim also loved children. Marie recalls several occasions while the
adults were talking, Jim was running around having fun playing
with the children making them laugh. “They just flocked to
him,” according to Marie. “Even the boys’ friends’ used to come
to him for advice. He was easy to talk to, they looked up to him,
and he didn’t treat them as a parent figure. He made them feel
comfortable talking to him. “He was the best father you could ever
want for your children,” Marie said.
“He even spoke to my sons friend Paul who was deciding whether
or not to join the service.” Paul did join the military and has never
regretted that decision, and he is grateful for Jim’s guidance. When
Paul came home from the military for Sean’s wedding the weekend
before, he was invited by Jim to come visit the World Trade Center.
Jim was going to give Paul a personal tour of the complex on
Tuesday morning September 11th. That day Paul over slept, he
missed meeting Jim for that tour.
That morning started as any other. It was a beautiful, eventful
day in September. Jim attended his son and new daughter-in-law,
Colleen, wedding. Jim then went to his job at the Trade Center, and
Brendan went to his job in the financial district while Sean and his
new bride were enjoying their honeymoon.
What was supposed to be a typical day became a part of history.
At 8:46 am, Flight 11 was flown in to the North Tower changing all
our lives and the way we all live forever. Captain Corrigan, who was
the head fire marshal for the entire World Trade Center Complex,
along with five other fire-safety personnel, whom also were lost
that day, Retired Firefighter Philip Hayes E-217, Retired Firefighter
William Wren L-166, Richard Fitzsimmons, Robert Mayor, and Larry
Boisseau are responsible for saving dozens of children from the
To Advertise Call: 201.881.5100

child care center in the North Tower immediately after flight 11
struck the building. With exits blocked, Captain Corrigan and his
men broke through windows and carried out the children through
shattered glass to safety. Due to the actions of Captain Corrigan
and his men, no children were lost that day.
Captain Corrigan called his wife, Marie at home to tell her that
the tower was hit by a plane. Marie then told him that the second
tower was also struck. Captain Corrigan was unaware of this at
that time because he was actively involved in rescuing the children
at the time when the second plane struck. He then told her to call
Brendan and tell him “to stay put, no subways, streets don’t leave
the building.” Before going back in to the towers, he called his
wife, Marie again, and told her it was a terrorist attack and to find
out if she reached Brendan.
Once the children were safely evacuated from the North Tower,
Capt. Corrigan went to man a post in the lobby of the South
Tower which was struck by Flight 175 at 9:03 am. Capt. Corrigan
established communication with FDNY units already within the
tower, assisted by directing emergency service personnel on the
best and fastest ways through the tower, and engaged in rescue
operations working in conjunction with and under command of
FDNY assisting them with evacuations, while the rest of his team
went to man critical areas of the towers assisting thousands out
of the tower even though they were under no obligation to do
so, before the building collapsed. They stayed even after the Fire
Department gave the order to evacuate the tower.
During this time Jim was able call to his son, Brendan himself.
Jim concerned for his son’s safety told Brendan not to go to Penn
Station that this was a terrorist attack. He told Brendan, to stay
in the city to sleep on his desk if he had to but do not go to Penn
Station. At 9:58 am, while still on the phone with Brendan the
phone went dead. At first, Brendan thought the phone lines went
out not knowing his father was inside the tower doing what he
was trained to do. Jim was working a scene just as if he was still an
active FDNY captain inside the South Tower.
Marie knew the kind of man her husband was. She knew he would
not leave people who needed help. “I knew no question, he stayed
to help.” Marie watched the news like all of us that day knowing
her husband was inside the tower as it came down. “He knew that
building better than anyone. I really thought he found a safe place

Jim on a fire scene, 1970’s

where he had water and even chips to eat until they rescued him.”
Captain Corrigan was lost that day along with 416 other brave
emergency service personnel. His actions that day, along with fellow
retired firefighters Philip Hayes and William Wren prove to all being
a Firefighter, Police Officer, or EMS worker in not just a job but part
of who we are. You don’t stop being who you are upon retirement.
These men never stopped being who they were, Firefighters.
Due to the great show of FDNY support the Corrigan Family received,
both Brendan and Sean decided to leave their current professions
and join the FDNY. Brendan said, “You would never get that kind of
camaraderie from a regular job. Guys were bringing things to the
house and helping out. I’d never get that from my other job.” With
the support of their wives, Jennifer and Colleen, they took the entry
test and joined the ranks of FDNY in 2004.
Out of tragedy comes some good. In honor of James for what he
did on September 11th, and his love for children, his two sons,
Brendan and Sean started the Captain James Corrigan Memorial
Foundation. The CJCMF is to honor their father’s memory. This was
an idea they have had for several years. The CJCMF held its first
fundraiser in October 2011 after it was announced that FDNY was
adding Captain Corrigan’s name to the list that would place his
name under FDNY, with other firefighters who died September
11th on the Trade Center Memorial where he rightfully belongs.
CJCMF’S primary function is to raise money, which is donated
to families that have children with life threatening illnesses.
Two recipients are chosen each year. Unlike most Fire or Police
department charities which only support and donate to the family
of their members, CJCMF extends beyond the FDNY family. Each
year one child of an FDNY firefighter and one civilian child from
outside the fire department are chosen as recipients.
The foundations 2nd fundraiser took place on September 29th
2012 at The Bungalow Bar in Far Rockaway, NY and raised over
$30,000. This year’s recipients were 4 month old Aidan Crowley,
son of FDNY Firefighter John Crowley of L-105 and 8 year old Carly
Heniz, a classmate of Brendan’s daughter. Aidan who was born
with a rare heart defect referred to as “Double Inlet Left Ventricle”
which means only one chamber of the heart is pumping. Children
with this illness need open heart surgery and sometimes heart
transplants. Carly has a rare auto immune disease called Juvenile
Dermatomyosis (JM). When JM cells become active, it cannot stop

Jim and his sons, Brendan and Sean
at L-147 “Da Pride A Flatbush”

Jim working a scene
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Jennifer, Brendan, Marie, Sean, and Colleen Corrigan.
2012 fundraiser at the Bungalow Bar
in Far Rockaway, New York

causing the immune system to attack healthy cells harming the
body instead of protecting it. There is no known cure for JM.
Currently all recipients have come to the foundation through word
of mouth. Being only two years old, the CJCMF is welcoming any
information about children who may be future recipients. CJCMF is
also being active in helping victims of Hurricane Sandy. They have
raised over $6,000 to date and more donations are coming in from
as far away as Australia which were given out in the form of gift
cards to families, so they can purchase items they need. In addition,
they have been very active collecting building and cleaning supplies
and personally helping Hurricane Sandy victims clean up their
homes. Last year, because of Hurricane Sandy, CJCMF also took part
in “Adopt-a-Family for Christmas.” The adopted families received
toys and clothing donated to them for Christmas by the generous
families who adopted them.
In just two short years, CJCMF has branched out further and faster
than Brendan and Sean ever thought it would. Through kindness,
sincerity, and complete selflessness of the work done by the
Corrigan family, the word about CJCMF has spread across the world
as evident by the many donations they receive.
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Dedication plaque outside of Ladder Co. 10
124 Liberty Street, New York City

The Corrigan Family is working to expand the CJCMF in order to help
as many children with life threaten illnesses as possible. You can make
a donation to CJCMF through PayPal. If you would like to attend an
event you can find information on the CJCMF by liking their Facebook
page, Captain James Corrigan Memorial Foundation, through their
web site, (www.captainjamecorriganmemorialfoundation.com), and
in this publication, NY Firefighters Now, for information on future
CJCMF events. For additional information you can contact board
members of the CJCMF board at captcorriganfoundation@gmail.com
Brendan Corrigan President
Sean Corrigan Vice President
Jennifer Corrigan Treasurer
Stephen Cuomo Director of Fundraising
Jennifer Cuomo Public Relations
Captain James Corrigan’s memory and sacrifice will live on thanks
to his sons Brendan and Sean, who organized and run this amazing
non-profit charity with the help of their wives Jennifer and Colleen
and Stephen Cuomo and Jennifer Cuomo. Jim will be remembered
forever on the National Memorial at the Trade Center site listed
alongside his brother Firefighters and on the Brooklyn Wall of
Remembrance, where Jim’s photo, name, and actions are now
etched in World and American history forever.
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PL Custom’s proactive
ambulance interior
is designed for “full
time” safety with all
necessary patient
care equipment and
function switches
within arm’s reach.

America’s best built
ambulances are built at
the Jersey Shore.
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interview

Retired FDNY Firefighter
DANIEL PRINCE
On The Hot Seat
By Robert PIcioccio

D

Q&
A

aniel Prince spent 36 years of his life as a firefighter with the New York City Fire Department.
While he initially wanted to become a police officer, the fire department would ultimately become his
life’s work, and he doesn’t regret it for one moment. Now retired, he remains actively involved with
different firefighting charities, including The FDNY Fire Family Transport Foundation and The Stephen
Siller Tunnel To Towers Foundation. He chose to sit down with NY Firefighters Now magazine for an honest
and insightful interview on a wide-range of topics, including his career, the 9/11 terrorists attacks, his
charity work, pensions, the impact of firefighter deaths, his family and his enduring love of the fire service.
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NYFF: When did you join FDNY?
Prince: 1973
NYFF: Did you always want to be a firefighter?
Prince: Actually, I wanted to be a cop. I had no real interest in the
fire department, but my brother was very interested in the fire
department. He was buff all his life, and he used to listen to the
fire radio. We used to kid each other, and I used to tease him. But
I really wanted to be a cop. I got out of the Navy and took the test
like everybody does, and the fire department called me first. I said,
“Okay. I’ll take that. This way the clock is running for the pension
and I’ll just switch over.” So, I got into the fire department and I just
loved it from day one. After that, I had no interest in joining the
police department, and I really enjoyed every day of it.
NYFF: So, even if the police department had called you--?
Prince: I wouldn’t have switched. I loved it so much. Right from the
get go. When I got to the firehouse I was like, “Wow!”
NYFF: What made you love it so much?
Prince: The camaraderie. I mean, I was never with the police
department, so I can’t say what the camaraderie was like. But the
camaraderie with the fire department was just unbelievable. The
family attitude and atmosphere was just super. The firehouse I
went to had some great senior guys, and it was great training and
indoctrination for me.
NYFF: What firehouse was that?
Prince: Firehouse 156 in Flatbush. I mean, I had no idea where the
firehouse was, because, like I said, I had no interest. My friend I
grew up with his father said, “Where do you want to go?” I said, “I
have no idea.” He said, “Would you like to come to my firehouse
on Flatbush Avenue?” I said, “Sure. That’d be great.” So, he said,
“I’ll have a captain come down and interview you and maybe you’ll
get to the firehouse.” Lo and behold, I had a captain come and
interview me and he said, “I’m going to get a company and would
you want to come? I’ve looked over your records and the instructors
said that you’re good and you have a good attitude.” I said, “Yeah,
I’d love to.” I mentioned Tom LaGory and he said, “Yeah, I work
with Tom LaGory.” I said, “That’s great.” That weekend I see Tom
and he says, “Don’t forget, the captain’s coming to see you next
week.” I said, “Well, he was here already this week.” He said,
“What was his name?” I said, “Rudy Quatrone.” He was like, “No.
The guy that’s coming is Roy Fox. But I know, Rudy. He’s getting a
company. That’s good.” So, I wound up with this other company
that runs in with them. But it was just a unique thing of how, right
off the bat, it starts with the connection of him knowing somebody
that worked there and it was a captain. It was funny. So, I wound
up in that firehouse. Again, I didn’t know anything about the fire
department. The first day I was there they were out at a fire where
they lost somebody. When they came back the guys were just
beating themselves up with, “Could we have done this? Could we
have done that?” I said, “Wow. This is amazing.”
NYFF: So, they were impacted by it that much?
Prince: Yeah. So, I was asking questions and they were telling me
what happened. Then the next thing they said was, “Okay. Soon
as you start work there’s the body bag over there. You’ve got to
clean it out.” I was like, “Whoa.” I mean, this is the first day that
I’m in the firehouse, but it left a lasting impression even until this
day. I still remember the skin and…but these days you wouldn’t
do that because it’s a completely different format. But, back then,

you would just get the hose, wash it, clean it and sterilize it. I don’t
even remember what they used to use but it did have a foul odor.
Anyway, you dried the bag and put it back on the truck again.
NYFF: Were you ever promoted in your 36 years?
Prince: Nope. I just really enjoyed what I was doing. Right off the
bat, I got involved with the other guys, and we did work with
different organizations. I loved it and I had a great time. I have
no regrets.
NYFF: You were with the department for a long time, and I know
you hear things. In New Jersey, the firefighters, police and so forth
get a lot of the blame for budget issues. They complain about our
salaries and benefits. I mean, we just got crushed here in New
Jersey. We are the ‘evil people’ to the taxpayers. Are you guys in
New York being blamed for the same thing?
Prince: Constantly. It happens all the time. But I’ve never seen a poor
politician. And I’ve never seen a politician going from paycheck to
paycheck. But I’ve seen cops and firemen constantly doing that.
NYFF: I think a lot of these politicians lack the understanding
about how we live or about what we have to see. So, just tell me a
little about what a typical day is like in a fireman’s world.
Prince: There’s nothing predictable. There’s nothing that you
can assume. It’s always the unexpected. I remember going in on
a Memorial Day weekend, and we were going to have a little
barbeque in the firehouse. We went in at 8:00. I got there early.
We got a run and we got a fire where they lost three kids. We
were there for a couple of hours. Once you have a loss of life it’s
drastic. And when it’s kids it’s even worse. So, we were all on a
downer. We left there and we were going back to our firehouse
when they called and asked us where we were. We told them and
they said, “We’re getting numerous phone calls about people
trapped.” We took it even though we were down one man. We got
to the apartment and, we saw a man on the outside trying to rip
iron grates from the window. So, we definitely knew that we had
something going on and that there were people in there.
NYFF: Before you go any further, tell me more about what you
were seeing. That visual is what people don’t understand. You’re
looking at a man trying to rip these grates off the window.
Prince: I can still see it and that had to be 25 years ago. But I can
draw that picture in my mind as clear as it was on that day. It’s
these little things that keep adding to your psyche. There have
been times when I’ve thought of something, or seen something,
and it brought me back to things that I saw on the job. Accidents,
car accidents, people hit by cars…and it’s so vivid.
NYFF: People can read about those things, but it’s different
when you actually see the desperation on a man’s face. So, what
happened when you saw him?
Prince: Well, we saw him and we got the saw out. We cut the two
people out that were there. The inside team had just gotten to
them also, but we were taking them out the window. Afterwards,
everybody was kidding around with each other and the inside
team was like, “Oh, if you guys were a couple of seconds slower we
would’ve brought them out from the interior, but you took them
out from the exterior.” You know, it was good. So, we went from
that scene where we lost three people to getting these two people.
It didn’t make up for the three people we lost, but it did pick up
our morale a little bit.
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NYFF: How did those three kids perish?
Prince: The kids were in the bedroom. The fire was around 7:30
or 8:00 am, and they were still sleeping in the house. I don’t even
remember how the fire started, but the place was fully-engulfed
when we got there. Unfortunately, the children perished.
NYFF: What was your saddest day as a fireman? Does anything
stand out?
Prince: Well, there are few. We lost three firefighters from my
firehouse back in 1978, and three others from neighboring
companies. So, there were six of them that died that day. And I spoke
to one of them that morning when they got the run. His name was
Billy O’Connor. He said, “We got a run,” and I said, “I’ll talk to you
later”. Now, I was in John Jay taking my finals in summer school.
I came through the big parking lot by my firehouse, and I saw a
lot of official cars. So, I’m saying, “Wow. What the heck is going
on?” I come around and I see the guys and they’re all upset. So, I
say to one of them, “Hey, Frankie. What’s going on?” He says,”We
lost six guys. The roof collapsed.” So, I’m like, “Where are they?
What hospital?” He was like, “No. We lost them.” And I’m saying,
“No, Frankie. What hospital are they at?” I wasn’t accepting that
somebody had died. That always happens at the other firehouses
and other precincts. You never think that it’s going to be your
firehouse that’s going to have that. That was in ‘78, so I was on the
job for five years. That got me involved a lot more with the widows
and orphans.
NYFF: That was going to be my next question. What is the aftermath
like when one of the guys passes away? I’m sure that the family
wants to come by the firehouse. How do you guys handle that?
Prince: We still stay in touch with the families. Now, those kids are
married and have kids of their own. I mean, there were 18 children
involved when we lost those 6 firefighters. So, we used to take
them to ball games, take them camping, fishing and do all sorts of
different things with them. Everything we did we included them.
Again, politicians don’t see that. People on the outside don’t see
that. We consider them a family member. It’s a brother or a sister.
Even though we aren’t related biologically, there’s nothing that can
disrupt that bond. That bond is there and it just grows, and grows
and grows. From the outside, people can’t really see that connection.
I go with a group of firefighters down to Walter Reed Hospital to
see the soldiers and it’s a four hour drive. My neighbor said to me,
“How can you go down there during the day, takes four hours to get
down there, you spend two or three hours there, and then spend
four hours coming back?” I told him, “You do it once, and you see
these soldiers, and you’ll never ask that question again.”
NYFF: Psychologically, how has being a fireman affected you?
Prince: There are times when I wake up from dreams and
nightmares, especially with 9/11. There are times when I wake up
feeling like I’m falling off a ladder. But the good part is that when
you talk to other guys about it and say, “Wow. What a dream I had
last night,” that in itself is counseling. Because you’re like, “Wow.
There’s nothing wrong with me because we all have that.” So,
having that peer group makes you feel better, or you can kid each
other and say, “Oh, yeah. Oh, yeah. Screwball.” But that’s a normal
thing. I don’t know. Maybe meat packers have dreams about cows
chasing them. I don’t know.
NYFF: Wow. What is your biggest fear as a fireman when it comes
to fire?
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Prince: When they flashover.
NYFF: What is a ‘flashover’?
Prince: That’s when the gasses and heat build, and you have
incombustible materials. They hit that certain temperature with
the oxygen levels, and it just burns into a fireball. It’s like when you
put a piece of paper on a barbeque and it starts turning black, it
smokes and then poof. When that happens in an enclosed room,
it’s a flashover. That’s when you have serious problems where guys
get seriously burned and killed.
NYFF: So, it’s pretty much the flame you don’t see?
Prince: Right. You can feel the heat and you know the smoke is
changing. You can tell by the movement, but you don’t know when
it’s going to occur. And if it gets that right mix of oxygen, it will
definitely flare over and that’s when you get a backdraft. There
have been many guys that have been hurt or killed with that. And
then there’s the unexpected. You’re in a room and it’s pitch black
from the smoke and you can’t see anything. Just imagine trying
to maneuver in this room with the chairs and table and you get
caught underneath the table, but you don’t know what it is. You
really have to use your mind and not panic. You have to say, “Let
me just think and feel, so I can get out of this situation.” That’s
really amazing.
NYFF: Now that you’ve been retired for some time what do you
miss most about your career, other than the camaraderie? What do
you miss most about the job you did on a daily basis?
Prince: The interaction with the public that we had when we would
go out on runs and do different things like building inspections.
Basically, trying to stress the importance of what we are doing.
Educating the public on the proper use of fire extinguishers and
the proper way of having a means of egress. In New York, at one
point, it was up to 300 that we were losing each year; now it’s less
than a 100. And that’s with smoke alarms, CO meters and educating
the public, which is a very big part of the fire department.
NYFF: Do you ever hear from people you have rescued?
Prince: I’ve had a few cases where I’ve rescued people, and one
was right up the block from the firehouse. The girl was trapped in
a third floor window, and we got the ladder and took her out. Her
father, who has now passed away, would send me Christmas cards
every Christmas. When she had her first baby he said, “Thanks to
you, I have a grandson.” It’s like you don’t realize how much that
meant to somebody.
NYFF: So, it’s a feeling that you’re doing a heroic thing?
Prince: It is. That in itself is a high. Everybody likes to do something
good. There’s nothing like the reward of helping somebody.
NYFF: For the person who doesn’t know anything about
firefighting, how many firefighters are there on the truck?
Prince: The truck has an officer and five firefighters, and the
engine has an officer and four firefighters. The truck is the one
with the ladders, and they do the forcible entries and venting, and
the engine is the one with the hoses, and they actually go and put
the fire out.
NYFF: Do the young guys have one set of duties that are different
from the older guys?
Prince: Yeah. The young guys would be getting the nozzle from
the engine and they would be going in, and the senior guys would
To Advertise Call: 201.881.5100

be behind them saying, “Okay. Go ahead. Go ahead. Keep going.
Keep going.” You don’t want to open your mouth until you actually
see fire.
NYFF: I read a while back that they’re reducing man power on an
engine. Is that safe?
Prince: No. And that makes a big difference. I think it was back in
1975 when they did a study where they reduced the engine by one
man, and the time it took for them to get the hose set and water
on the fire was 50 percent longer. So, that whole thing is what
makes the difference between a life saved and a life lost.
NYFF: So, it used to be five firefighters on the engine and now it’s
four?
Prince: Now, it’s four.
NYFF: I know Yonkers’ mayor is trying to do the same thing and
reduce it by one firefighter.
Prince: Well, they’re all bean counters and they have no idea. They
play the strategy and try to make it work.
NYFF: What is the response time for getting to a fire?
Prince: To get out the door? Well, I know that they’re talking
about the time is under 4 minutes. There’s so much controversy
about when the bell starts. Is it when the person calls? Or is it when
the dispatcher gets it? It just goes
back and forth. It’s just another
political game. They say, “It’s under
3 minutes. It’s under 4 minutes.”
It depends on the way that you’re
interpreting when the alarm is
received.

NYFF: Who does the cooking?
Prince: Usually the guy that cooks the best. You don’t want to have
anybody cooking that doesn’t know what their doing.
NYFF: Are there any perks to being the cook? It seems like it’s such
a big responsibility.
Prince: Well, whoever does the cooking doesn’t have to do the
cleaning up, which is good. And some guys use every pot they can
find. They don’t do the cleaning up, and they don’t get their balls
broken.
NYFF: So, you guys never order out for food?
Prince: Well, they do. But when I was on you just made the food
yourself. People always think that the city pays for it, but they don’t.
You have a commissary and you put in $20, or something, on pay
day and that goes toward paying for the oil, the milk or whatever
you’re getting. Whatever the meal is that day it’s whacked up by
the number of eaters. Say it’s 10 guys then it’s a $100 bucks or
$10-a-man. You whack it up that way. I’ve had some strange meals
in the firehouse, but it’s always been good. And the worst thing you
can do is walk into the firehouse and say, “I don’t like frankfurters.”
Well, God made little green apples and you’re going to have
frankfurters every single day.
NYFF: What do you like to do outside of the firehouse? What do
you like to do socially? What activities do you like to do? What are

NYFF: Is there anything about
the equipment that you guys use
that you think can be improved?
Something where you think they
can always do better?
Prince: No. The city’s very good
with the equipment. Plus, we have
a good research and development
department that
keeps looking
to get better and better. If there’s
anything out there that can
improve the job then these guys will
definitely look for it.
NYFF: So, there’s nothing, at this
point, that helps you ‘walk through
fire’?
Prince: (Laughs) No. Nothing like on TV.
NYFF: What is life like inside the firehouse? You guys live together
and work together, so I’m sure that there are practical jokes and
other things going on.
Prince: Always. That’s something that makes us closer and more
respectful of each other. You can be breaking somebody’s chops,
or play a joke on somebody, but your turn is going to come in that
barrel, too. What goes around comes around, so it’s good.
NYFF: And nobody’s off limits?
Prince: Everybody is up for grabs even the Chief.

your hobbies? Do you hunt, fish, walk in the park?
Prince: I like skiing and fishing. I have two dogs, two Labs, and I
have a good time with them. I take them out for walks. I spend
time with my grandkids. So, that’s basically it.
NYFF: But even with all of your activities, do you always come back
to your firehouse family?
Prince: Right. It’ll always come right back down to that. I’m busier
now with the Fire Family Transport, which takes firefighters for
treatment. A lot of them are from 9/11 and more and more of them
are coming down with it now. We take them up to Sloan, or the
different hospitals for treatment and bring them home. If we have
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funerals, and we have a wake today and tomorrow, we’ll have a
couple of vans to take the family out to the church, the funeral
parlor and the cemetery.
NYFF: So, you retired after 36 years on the job?
Prince: Right. I’ve been retired for four years now. But I’m busier
now than ever.
NYFF: In law enforcement, the minimum is 25 years. What’s the
limit for firefighters?
Prince: The age limit is 62, but you can get out in 20 years. But I
truly enjoyed it. I would’ve stayed longer, but it comes to the point
where you say, “It’s taken it’s toll on your body, physically.” You
know it’s time when you’re huffing and puffing. You don’t want
to become a casualty or make a problem for somebody. You know
when it’s time.
NYFF: What was your sign that it was time to retire?
Prince: I could feel the aches and pains in my legs. Plus, you get
tired. And it affects you more at night mentally when you come
home. You think more about the horror and the heartache that
you saw. You take it home. You don’t get rid of it. It got to the
point where I said, “I want to do what I’m doing and enjoy what
I’m doing without having to see that horror.”
NYFF: How hard was it to let go?
Prince: Oh, it was hard in the beginning. Not going to an accident
scene, going to a fire and seeing the family out in the street
crying after their whole life has been destroyed…and that’s what
happens. You see this destruction day in and day out. It builds and
takes it’s toll. So, between that and the physical part it’s two days
before you recuperate and three days before you feel better. So,
you know it’s time.
NYFF: You retired, but you still stayed in the firefighting world.
Prince: But I don’t have all the down parts. I’m helping the guys
that need help and that’s very rewarding. I don’t have to worry
about, “I need tonight off because I’ve got this to do.” I’m off, so I
don’t have to worry about that anymore. There’s no more, “When
is my vacation?” I can do what I want to do, but still have my foot
in the door of being involved with the fire department.
NYFF: So, what does the retired Daniel Prince do now?
Prince: Well, the retired Daniel Prince is working with the Siller
Foundation, and it was named after Stephen Siller. He had just
finished work in Brooklyn and was going to play golf with his
brothers when the Twin Towers got hit. He saw it, went back to his
firehouse, got his gear and drove to the Brooklyn Battery Tunnel,
which was closed at that point. He parked his truck, took all his
gear and ran through the tunnel to the Towers. He succumbed
when the Towers came down. So, they reenacted his footsteps and
now they have this Tunnel To Towers Run, and they have 25,000
people running every year. It’s a fund-raiser, and they do all sorts
of fund-raising for soldiers. They do a lot of things for children
that are orphaned, including building a home for kids that have
been orphaned. It’s just a great foundation. I’m also involved with
the Fire Family Transport Foundation. I already told you about how
they transport firefighters and their families back and forth for
treatment and various things. We also do work with the Wounded
Warriors. We pick them up in the vans when they come to visit
New York and take them where they want to go. We take them
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to see the Yankees, the Mets, the Jets and the Giants. Anything to
keep them happy. You’ve got the Brooklyn Wall down in Coney
Island, which is just a fabulous place. You go there and you get to
see how 417 first responders died. A lot of their families didn’t get
any remains, so it becomes their spot to come to mourn and also
rejoice. Coney Island is just a warm, enjoyable place to go. You’re
down near the water. It’s tranquil. And when you go to that Wall
you’ll see ‘Happy Birthday’, ‘Happy Anniversary’ and other little
cards, notes, pictures and flowers.
NYFF: What advice would you give a new firefighter today?
Prince: Again, I would say it’s one of the greatest jobs in the world.
One of the greatest jobs you can get. Respect it and live up to
what it is. Don’t forget that you’re a firefighter and a lot comes
with that. You have to keep that image and name. You have to
be highly regarded in what you do. You’re not a regular person.
You’re somebody who has been put in the limelight and you have
to live up to that. I’m not picking on Hollywood stars, but don’t be
out there just for the limelight without doing what you have to do.
NYFF: What’s the one thing that’s completely different now in the
firefighting world from when you started out? Does anything stick
out for you?
Prince: The technology. And the difference in the building
construction. Now, it’s so complex. But years ago you could smell
the wood burning and you knew you had a fire. You could almost
go in without wearing a mask. I mean, you’d be taking a beating
and you’d be coughing and everything. But nowadays the materials
that are burning are so toxic that even with a mask on you still have
the problem of it going through your pores, your skin, your eyes,
your ears and the dangers of that. So, you really have to put all of
your protective equipment on to protect yourself.
NYFF: In New Jersey there are always issues with volunteer firemen
and professional firemen. What do you think about that?
Prince: A fireman is a fireman. A volunteer firefighter bleeds the
same as a paid firefighter. It’s the same if you’re an auxiliary cop or
a paid cop. You breathe, you bleed and you have the same goal to
try and help people.
NYFF: Absolutely. Any message to your wife and kids when they
read this?
Prince: I’m sorry for a lot of the time that I did take away from you,
and I love you so much more for allowing me to do that.
NYFF: When it’s all said and done, and your time comes, what
would you like to be remembered for?
Prince: Just ‘pal of mine.’ I call everybody ‘pal of mine’ because half
the time I can’t remember people’s names and I’m like, “Hey, pal of
mine!” So, I’d want to be remembered as ‘pal of mine was here.’
That’s from The Honeymooners. I still miss The Honeymooners
Marathon. I was hoping they would have it on this year, but they
didn’t. I saw The Twilight Zone, so I was happy.
NYFF: What message would you have for the civilians out there
that will read this interview? Any tips?
Prince: When you see a cop or fireman just say, “Thank you for
being there.” They’re honorable professions. So, maybe you should
bring your family around the firehouse and police station, and let
them see that it’s a great opportunity for people to serve and give
back instead of taking.
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On the Job

First Responders’ Role
in Identifying
HUMAN TRAFFICKING

H

uman trafficking is a form of modern-day slavery, and
involves the use of force, fraud, or coercion to exploit
human beings for some type of labor or commercial
sex purpose. Every year, millions of men, women, and children
worldwide—including in the United States—are victims of human
trafficking. Victims are often lured with false promises of wellpaying jobs or are manipulated by people they trust, but instead
are forced or coerced into prostitution, domestic servitude, farm or
factory labor, or other types of forced labor.
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is responsible for
investigating human trafficking, arresting traffickers and protecting
victims. DHS initiates hundreds of investigations and makes
numerous arrests every year, using a victim-centered approach.
DHS also processes immigration relief through Continued Presence
(CP), T visas, and U visas to victims of human trafficking and other
designated crimes.

• Communication with victims may seem scripted and/or vague,
inconsistent.
• May be living and working in the same location.
• May not have control over their personal identification
documents. Typically, traffickers take/control victims’ ID
documents.
• May have false or fraudulent identification documents.
• Victims are likely to be very distrustful of law enforcement.
Therefore, victims may not admit that they are victims and may
not ask for help.
• Is the patient submissive in the presence of this other person?
• Is there a language or cultural barrier that inhibits effective
communication?
• Are they appropriately dressed? Is personal hygiene an issue?
• What are the living and working environments like? Rooms may
have numerous beds on the floor and/or small rooms throughout
the residence that have locks on the outside of the doors.

DHS has begun reaching out to fire and EMS organizations
to help improve awareness about human trafficking and this
campaign. Since we’re on the front lines, we may be seeing, but
not recognizing, patients who are the victims of human trafficking.

Locks may be on many/all of the windows that keep people from
coming in AND getting out.

These victims can present as everyday patients.

• How did you get here?
• Where do you live, eat, and sleep?
• What type of labor/services do you do?
• How long have you been working here?
• What are your hours of work?
• Have you been paid? If so, what were you paid?
• Does your boss take anything out of your pay? If so, for what?
• Do you owe someone money? If so, what do you owe them for?
• Describe the conditions of your workplace.
• Are you allowed to come and go freely? Are you afraid to leave?
What would happen if you tried to leave?
• Has your family been threatened?
• Have you or anyone you work with been abused at the workplace
(slapped, hit, sexually violated)?
• Is someone keeping your Identification/travel documents?
• Who are you afraid of?

Some signs and symptoms include the
following:
• Bruises, open wounds and scars in various stages of healing
• Infections due to a lack of medical attention
• Sexual organ trauma from working in the sex trade
• Chronic musculoskeletal issues from forced manual labor
• Cardiac or respiratory issues from forced manual labor
• Malnourishment
• Phobias, panic attacks or mental issues as a result of mental
abuse or torture
• May demonstrate signs of intense fear or depression.
• May not make eye contact with anyone.
Victims typically are not left alone. There may be someone
attempting to speak for them, and this person may appear very
controlling over the group. Victims may seem dependent on this
person.

Questions to ask potential victims:

These are patients who need our help. We as first responders may
be the only ones who come in contact with these victims that can
recognize the signs and symptoms in order to intervene on their
behalf. Yes, there is the risk that you may be wrong, but this risk is no
different from when you deal with suspected child or elderly abuse.
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On July 7, 2000 an 8 year veteran, Shield 4320, lost his life
during a pursuit of a motorcyclist while he was assigned to
the Staten Island Task force. Officer Kelly was 31 years old
at the time and left behind his wife Patricia, (NYPD Ret.) and
two sons and six brothers, two are also officers with NYPD.
John loved outdoor activities including running, camping
and fishing. Spending time with his sons doing these
activities made them even more enjoyable for him. In 2001
NYPD officer Chris Ballou Ret., with the assistance of Matt
LeBow (Lt. New York State Courts) approached the Kelly
family and asked if he could dedicate a new adventure race
in John’s name. That race became the High Rock Challenge.
The High Rock Challenge had 75 competitors the first year
the event was held. With the creativity of event founders
and help from the Kelly family building the ever-changing course, The High Rock Challenge is
one of the most attended adventure race events in New York. In 2013, the High Rock Challenge
is now a two-day event. There are over 2,000 people expected to participate with competitors
coming from as far away as Europe.
John’s memory, service, and love for the outdoors lives on through
the ever-growing High Rock Challenge, The Greenbelt Conservancy,
which the Challege supports, the thousands who participate each
year, and the friends and family who keep the event going.
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In memory of Police Officer John Kelly, the High Rock Challenge is an adventure run in the Greenbelt
Trail System of Staten Island that is roughly ten kilometers in length. Teams consisting of two
members must run together at all times and compete in five mystery events which are located
throughout the course. Mystery events are designed to challenge and encourage teamwork as
well as mental and physical strength. There will be food, beverages and entertainment at the
finish. Previous years’ challenges brought competitors face to face with a 50 pound sandbag, an
8 foot wall, a word scramble test, a low crawl net and a suspended wire bridge over a murky
pond. This year’s race is being held on Saturday, April 27th.
For 2013, we’re happy to announce the addition of the High Rock Challenge Sprint race! This race
will have the same elements of the classic High Rock Challenge but is shorter (approximately 5K
in distance) and is for solo runners. If you’re new to running, can’t find a teammate or just want
to test your mettle against yourself - the High Rock Challenge Sprint is for you! The race will be
held on Sunday, April 28th.

2013 High Rock Challenge Supporters (to date)
Northfield Bank, Corporate Sponsor
Special thanks to:
Port Richmond Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
Our Supporters are:
Bernikow JCC • Assemblyman Michael Cusick
Con Edison • Ferrero Roche Chocolate
Framboise Catering • Gu Energy Gel
Manhattan Beer Distributors
Next Level Fitness
Councilman James Oddo • One-on-One Physical Therapy
Red Bull Energy Drinks • ROAD I.D.
Sea View Hospital Rehabilitation Center & Home
Staten Island Athletic Club (SIAC)
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remembrance

Lt. Richard Nappi
Written with the approval of Mary Anne Nappi
By Robert Picioccio

I

had the pleasure of having lunch with Mrs.
Nappi to discuss writing this article about
her late husband, Lt. Richard Nappi, Fire
Department of the City of New York (E-237) and
the Farmingville Volunteer Fire Department.
With Mary Anne’s help along with some of
Rich’s closest friends, I had the honor to speak
with; I hope I was able to explain to all who did
not know him, the kind of man Rich Nappi was
while honoring him, his life, and his love for the
fire service, friends and most of all his family.
While it is well known from the media that
Rich was a Lt. in FDNY, but who was he as a
man, a friend, husband, and a father? Rich
was known by friends as “Yappi Nappi.” He
was quick with a one liner to make you laugh,
“Rich always had a zinger waiting, he didn’t
even have to think about,” said Mary Anne.
Rich was also ever so eager to tell a story. Mary
Anne recalled, “Rich loved to talk and could
tell a story well. Rich loved to tell his stories…
he never ran out of them.” Rich’s infamous
quote was “never let the truth get in the way
of a good story.” That he didn’t. Rich’s friend
Billy, an FDNY paramedic and Farmingville
fireman said “no one was off limits from Rich,
if he could use you for a laugh he would. He
had a big heart and big personality.”
Rich was a big family man. He always made
sure he was involved with his children,
Catherine and Nicholas. Due to the nature
of the job and hours, Rich was often home
during the day. Billy recalled going to the mall
with Rich on their days off. “Our wives both
worked during the day, and our kids are the
same ages so we took the kids to the mall. We
were always the only men pushing strollers.”
Billy said, “If Rich wasn’t working he was with
the kids.” Rich made it to his children’s sports
and school activities as often as possible. Even
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if it he had to leave part way through to go
to work or arrived late due to work, Rich’s
children knew he was there to support them.
His hours did not give him the time to dedicate
to coach one of the kid’s sport teams, but
Rich assisted with the teams as much as he
could. If the coach asked Rich to help out he
was always happy to do so. Rich was the same
way at school functions. Rich would volunteer
for the school book fairs, holiday boutiques,
P.A.R.P. (Parents As Reading Partners) events,
and ran the school movie night on occasion.
Not only was he there for his children, but Rich
would run around helping the other kids with
activities, projects, and clean up. The school
PTA dedicated a memorial fire hydrant for Rich
at the school. Mary Anne was told the night
of the dedication that “Rich was the only man
who they could count on to always help out.”
Rich loved being there as much as he could, to
spend time with his children and Mary Anne.
“We did things as a family. Rich and I rarely did
things alone. Everything revolved around the
kids.” Rich got hooked on the show “Walking
Dead.” The family would all sit together and
watch it. That’s what he loved, family time.’
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Rich’s other love was the fire service. Rich loved
being a fireman and fire instructor. He got
involved with the Farmingville Fire Department
about 25 years ago when his roommate Dan
was a member of the drill team. During his
years with Farmingville, Rich became a training
officer and was appointed as Fire Commissioner
of the Farmingville Fire Department. He was
also the President and founding member of
the Suffolk County chapter of the Fraternal
Order of Leatherheads; known as the
F.O.O.L.S. The F.O.O.L.S. is an international fire
training group that promotes camaraderie and
brotherhood among firefighters. When Rich
joined the FDNY 17 years ago after leaving
his job as a parole officer, Mary Anne said,
“There was no looking back; he found what
he loved to do.” Mary Anne was told by many
that Rich was the guy that could handle any
situation. He wasn’t afraid to walk right into
a burning building or deal with the
most stressful situations. “I was
told that he was the guy that
you looked for to handle the
most emotional parts of the
job. He just could handle it.
He was good at it.” Rich was
also a fire instructor at the
Suffolk County Fire Academy
where he taught fire classes
for 6 years.
During Rich’s career, he received
many honors and awards. Those who knew
Rich knew he didn’t become a firefighter to
earn awards. Actually, Mary Anne told me that
Rich hated the word “Hero.” “He never looked
at himself as one,” Mary Anne said, “He just
enjoyed his job. He never looked for notoriety
or accolades.”
When Rich wasn’t with his family at home
or his fire family, he was enjoying his sports
teams. Rich was a big Mets and Ranger fan.
He was a Ranger season ticket holder. Mary
Anne said with a smile, remembering her
husband’s humor, “I used to go to the Ranger
games with him. Apparently, I was a jinx
because they hardly ever won when I went, so
Rich started bringing the kids.” In 2001, Rich
was named Ranger fan of the year. Rich was
part of an ad campaign that was due to be
released on September 10, 2001. The Ranger

organization held back the campaign for a few
weeks after September 11. The Rangers knew
Rich was a New York City fireman and waited
until they confirmed that Rich wasn’t one of
the many lost that day before continuing to
print Rich’s photo in the ad, believing it would
not be proper to use a lost fireman for an
ad campaign. Rich was also a big Mets fan.
“Rich never missed an opening game in over
20 years.” He would tailgate out in the cold
with Kenny (a close friend) and Tommy (Mary
Anne’s brother). Shortly after September 11th,
Derek Jeter visited Rich’s fire house. When
Rich told Derek he was a Mets fan, Jeter kindly
signed Rich’s white construction worker’s hat
“Let’s go Mets, Derek Jeter.” That hat is one
of the few items Rich displayed in the house.
Rich also had a love for music. “He was a big
Springsteen fan,” Mary Anne said. Through
the Springsteen boards, an on line
fan club, Rich met many friends.
He started to meet up with
his “Springsteen friends,” as
Mary Anne called them, to
tail gate before the concerts.
One of the friends, Cindy,
who became a close friend
of the Nappi’s said, “Rich was
one of the funniest people I
ever met. He made me laugh
until I had tears in my eyes.” Rich
loved music so much he worked part
time at a record store and told the owner
to pay him in CD’s.
“Rich had a lot of friends. He would think
nothing of lending his car to someone, driving
them to the airport at 3:00 a.m. or go over
to help a friend work on their house. That
was the kind of man Rich was.” Mary Anne
told me that Rich was always there for his
friends, fire families, but most of all, his wife
Mary Anne and his children, Catherine and
Nicholas. Though he is missed in many people’s
lives, his impact on those he knew will never
be forgotten.
A College fund for Rich’s children was
established by the FDNY. Donations can be sent
to: FDNY Foundation Lieutenant Richard A.
Nappi Children’s Education Fund, 9 Metrotech
Center, Brooklyn, NY 11201.
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in the news

auto
fires

EMMITSBURG, MD. – The Federal Emergency Management
Agency’s (FEMA) and U.S. Fire Administration (USFA) issued a special
report examining the characteristics of highway vehicle fires. The
report, Highway Vehicle Fires (2008-2010), was developed by USFA’s
National Fire Data Center and is based on 2008 to 2010 data from
the National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS).

According to the report:
• Approximately one in seven fires responded to by fire departments
across the nation is a highway vehicle fire. This does not include
the tens of thousands of fire department responses to highway
vehicle accident sites.
• Unintentional action (32 percent) was the leading cause of
highway vehicle fires.
• Eighty-six percent of highway vehicle fires occurred in passenger
vehicles.
• Sixty-one percent of highway vehicle fires and 35 percent of fatal
highway vehicle fires originated in the engine, running gear, or
wheel area of the vehicle.

explosions, can combine to produce serious dangers. In the event
of a motor vehicle fire, follow these important steps:
• Pull to the side of the road and turn off the ignition to shut off
the electric current and stop the flow of gasoline. Do not open
the hood or trunk if you suspect a fire under it. Air could rush into
the area and enlarge the fire.
• Get out of and away from the vehicle. Never re-enter a burning
vehicle to retrieve personal property.
• If the vehicle is in a garage or other structure, exit the building
immediately.
• Do not put yourself in danger by trying to use a fire extinguisher.
Only trained firefighters should extinguish vehicle fires.
• After you are a safe distance away, call 9-1-1 or your fire
department’s emergency number.

•Insulation around electrical wiring (28 percent) and flammable
liquids in the engine area (18 percent) were the most common
items first ignited in highway vehicle fires.

Highway Vehicle Fires (2008-2010) is part of the Topical Fire Report
Series. Topical reports explore facets of the United States fire
problem as depicted through data collected in NFIRS. Each topical
report briefly addresses the nature of the specific fire or firerelated topic, highlights important findings from the data, and may
suggest other resources to consider for further information. Also
included are recent examples of fire incidents that demonstrate
some of the issues addressed in the report or that put the report
topic in context.

The risks from motor vehicle fires are often overlooked. Toxic gases
and other hazardous substances, along with flying debris and

For further information regarding other topical reports or any
programs and training available at USFA, visit www.usfa.fema.gov.

• The leading factor contributing to the ignition of highway vehicle
fires was mechanical failure (44 percent).
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in the news
NFPA issues safety alert
on SCBA facepiece lenses
Photo courtesy of: http://www.nj.gov/dca/divisions/dfs/alerts/safety_alerts/safety_alert_12-1_scba_facepieces.pdf

SCBA facepiece lenses may undergo thermal
degradation when exposed to intense heat
July 2, 2012 -- The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) today
issued a safety alert on Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
facepiece lenses. Among other things, NFPA is recommending that fire
departments, fire academies, and emergency service organizations
inspect all SCBA facepiece lenses before and after each use. Any SCBA
facepiece lens found to have cracks, crazing, bubbling, deformation,
discoloring, gaps or holes should be immediately removed from
service and a replacement issued.
The alert comes after investigations and additional research found
SCBA facepiece lenses may undergo thermal degradation when
exposed to intense heat. The full alert and recommendations can be
found at www.nfpa.org/scba.
“SCBA is a critical component in the personal protective equipment
(PPE) used by today’s fire service. This equipment is essential for
allowing firefighters to operate in hostile fire ground environments.
However, in recent decades there have been significant changes in
the environments encountered by structural firefighters and in how
they operate in those environments,” said Kenneth Willette, division
director of Public Fire Protection at NFPA. “The SCBA facepiece lens
is generally based on polycarbonate. The SCBA facepiece lens is often
considered the weakest component of a firefighter’s ensemble in
high heat conditions, but the level of thermal performance of the
facepiece lens has not been well understood.”
During the investigation of firefighter fatalities that occurred from
2002 to 2011, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) found evidence of thermal degradation of facepiece
lenses that may have been a contributing factor in three fatalities.
NIOSH also reported on the investigation of three SCBA from a state
training academy where the SCBA facepiece lens showed evidence
of thermal degradation after being used in live fire training.
Additionally, in four other NIOSH Line of Duty Death Investigations,
the evidence, while not conclusive was suggestive of possible SCBA
degradation or failure.
The concerns with facepiece lenses identified in the NIOSH
investigations were brought to the attention of the NFPA Technical
Committee on Respiratory Protection Equipment by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the NIOSH Division
of Safety Research, Fire Fighter Fatality Investigation and Prevention
Program.
In addition, in 2010 NIST, NIOSH, the Fire Protection Research
Foundation (FPRF) and NFPA jointly hosted a research planning
workshop on evaluating and addressing the concerns regarding
the thermal impact of SCBA facepiece lenses. With support and
funding from the Department of Homeland Security and US Fire
Administration, NIST studied the conditions that may be encountered
by fire fighters and the effects of those conditions on SCBA facepiece
lenses. Subsequently, NIST developed and provided new testing and
performance methodologies to the NFPA Technical Committee on
Respiratory Protection Equipment. Based on the information learned
from the NIOSH investigations and NIST research, this Technical
Committee is in the process of incorporating new test methods and
performance criteria for facepiece lenses into the proposed 2013

edition of NFPA 1981, Standard on Open-Circuit Self-Contained
Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) for Emergency Service which is slated
for completion and issuance as early as the Fall of 2012. Information
on the continuing development of this new edition is available at
http://www.nfpa.org/1981next.

NFPA Recommends:
• SCBA facepiece lenses showing evidence of exposure to intense
heat is an indication of thermal degradation and potential
failure. In addition to complying with the Inspection, Repair
and Removal from Service provisions of NFPA 1852, Selection
Care and Maintenance of Open-Circuit Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus, fire departments, fire academies, and emergency
service organizations should ensure that all SCBA facepiece lenses
are inspected before and after each use. Any SCBA facepiece lens
found to have cracks, crazing, bubbling, deformation, discoloring,
gaps or holes should be immediately removed from service and a
replacement issued.
• In addition to complying with the provisions of NFPA 1404, Standard
for Fire Service Respiratory Protection Training, fire departments,
fire training academies and emergency service organizations
should review their training programs to ensure that the following
components are addressed in their curriculum: the limitations of
respiratory protection devices; awareness that delayed recognition
of intense thermal environments that can occur while wearing a
firefighter protective ensemble; and how to respond to problems
encountered when using SCBA in high temperature environments.
•
When evaluating fire conditions and determining fire attack
tactics and strategies, incident commanders, company officers,
and firefighters should take into account the thermal performance
limitations of SCBA facepiece lenses and the problem of delayed
recognition of heat intensity due to the thermal insulation/
protection provided by the PPE ensemble.
• In addition to following existing departmental Standard Operating
Procedures and Guidelines regarding use of PPE, all personnel
engaged in commanding, supervising or performing interior
fire attack operations can reduce the possibility of facepiece
lens deterioration or failure by maintaining constant situational
awareness and by being alert for deteriorating conditions
indicative of extreme thermal temperatures/flashover conditions.
When confronted with such conditions, personnel must initiate
self-evacuation or be directed to retreat to a safe area.
•
Fire departments, fire academies, and emergency service
organizations that utilize SCBA should begin planning for the
upgrade or replacement of current SCBA facepiece lenses with
products compliant with the upcoming 2013 edition of NFPA 1981.
About the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
NFPA is a worldwide leader in fire, electrical, building, and life safety.
The mission of the international nonprofit organization founded in
1896 is to reduce the worldwide burden of fire and other hazards on
the quality of life by providing and advocating consensus codes and
standards, research, training, and education.
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fallen firefighters

2012 Line of Duty Deaths

Crisanto L. Lionell
William Elliott
Samuel Butler
David Crenshaw
Duane Ibarra
Brandon Little
Bruce Turcotte
Walter C. Sumner
Doug Haase, Sr.
David M. Flint
Zachary Whitacre
Jeremy Tighe
Matt Waller
Gerald R. Wetherell
Mark G. Ratledge
Nolan E. Pittman
Jamison Kampmeyer
Mark W. Morrison
Thomas Dillion
Donald L. Jones
Jonathan D. Myers
Edward R. Bernosky
David Bailey
John Colbert
Kenny Fox
Robert Neary
Daniel Sweeney
John C. Winkelman
John E. Wilkinson Jr.
George M. Sanford
Richard A. Nappi
Adam Longo
David Wintz
William R. Danes
Ronnie Chambless
Todd Tompkins
Anthony Polk
Donald L. Suggs
George Davis
Ronald Keddie
Rocky E. Dunkin
Joseph M. McCormick
Ryan S. David
Paul K. Mikeal
Robert S. Cannon
John L. Echternach, Jr.
David R. Chew Jr.
Jon Tibbetts
Antonio Rodriques
Jim Reardon
Mike Burgin
Anne Veseth
Jimmy Randolph
Roulos Davis
Timothy J. Lamere
Richard J. Schaefer
Steven Henry, Sr.
Chris Seelye
Neal W. Smith
Justin Townsend
John Grabowski
Larry D. Nielsen
Don Felton
Rob Van Wormer
Russell Neary
Herbert T. Johnson
David M. Tatum
Walter M. Summerville III
John M. Hall
Mark Haudenschild II
Walter Patmon, Jr.
John T. Sayles
Chris Good
David M. Mowbray
Michael Martin
Timothy P. Jansen
Jalen Smith
Eddy Meador
Steven W. Fritz
Jeffrey Hudson
Philip A. Mortensen
Tomasz M. Kaczowka
Mike J. Chiapperini
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California Department of Corrections
Pompano Beach Fire Rescue
Evans Crossroads Volunteer Fire Dept.
Anderson County Fire Department
Maui County Dept. of Fire and Public Safety
United Hook and Ladder Company 33
Hopelawn Engine Company No. 1
Cranesville Volunteer Fire Department
St. Charles Fire Department
Franklin Township Volunteer Fire Department
Gore Volunteer Fire & Rescue
McCutchanville Fire Department
Memphis Fire Department
Denton Township Fire Department
Cottonwood Fire Protection District
Centreville Volunteer Fire Department
Colby Fire Department
St. Lucie County Fire District
Houston Fire Department
Jacksonville Fire Department
Norfolk Fire-Rescue
Adena Volunteer Fire Company
Los Angeles County Fire Department
Birchwood Fire Department
Decatur County Volunteer Fire Dept. Station 3
Philadelphia Fire Department
Philadelphia Fire Department
Huntley Fire Protection District
Lake Dreamland Fire Department
Redding Fire & Emergency Medical Services Co. #1
Fire Department City of New York
Natrona County Fire Protection District
Bristol Fire Company
Brazos County Precinct 3 Volunteer Fire Dept.
Neptune Aviation Services, Inc.
Neptune Aviation Services, Inc.
Bureau of Indian Affairs - Fort Yuma Agency
Summerville Fire and Rescue Department
Hollis Fire Department
Sheridan Fire Department
Nile Township Volunteer Fire Department
145th Airlift Wing
145th Airlift Wing
145th Airlift Wing
145th Airlift Wing
Boones Mill Volunteer Fire Department
Bloxom Volunteer Fire Company
Sandoval County Fire Department
Yonkers Fire Department
Fire Academy of North Dakota
Sugarcreek Fire Department
Nez Perce-Clearwater National Forest
California Department of Corrections
Chattanooga Fire Department
Constable Volunteer Firemen, Inc.
Hopkinton Fire Department
Columbia Consolidated Fire Department
USDA Forest Service
Atascocita Volunteer Fire Department
Dagsboro Volunteer Fire Department
Riverview Fire Department
Gilmore City Fire Department
Southern Park County Fire Protection District
Cal Fire Santa Clara Unit
Easton Volunteer Fire Company No. 1
Chicago Fire Department
White Oak Fire Department
Kernersville Fire Rescue Department
Bladen County Emergency Services
Washington Township Volunteer Fire Dept.
Chicago Fire Department
Pentwater Fire Department
Good Will Fire Company
North Kingstown Fire Department
PPL Susquehanna LLC
Santa Fe Fire Protection District
Jackson Heights Volunteer Fire Department
Pattonsburg Fire & Rescue Protection District
Rothschild Fire Department
St. Louis Fire Department
Brooklyn Fire & EMS Protection District
West Webster Fire District
West Webster Fire District
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South Sacramento, California
Jan 4, 2012
Pompano Beach, Florida
Jan 6, 2012
Maxton, North Carolina
Jan 8, 2012
Anderson, South Carolina
Jan 9, 2012
Kahului, Hawaii
Jan 18, 2012
New Oxford, Pennsylvania
Jan 18, 2012
Hopelawn, New Jersey
Jan 19, 2012
Cranesville, Pennsylvania
Jan 24, 2012
St. Charles, Missouri
Feb 1, 2012
Edinboro, Pennsylvania
Feb 2, 2012
Gore, Virginia
Feb 13, 2012
Evansville, Indiana
Feb 22, 2012
Memphis, Texas
Feb 25, 2012
Prudenville, Michigan
Feb 28, 2012
Cottonwood, California
Feb 29, 2012
Centreville, Mississippi
Mar 4, 2012
Colby, Wisconsin
Mar 4, 2012
Port Saint Lucie, Florida
Mar 4, 2012
Houston, Texas
Mar 14, 2012
Jacksonville, Arkansas
Mar 19, 2012
Norfolk, Virginia
Mar 19, 2012
Adena, Ohio
Mar 20, 2012
Los Angeles, California
Apr 3, 2012
Birchwood, Wisconsin
Apr 6, 2012
Decaturville, Tennessee
Apr 7, 2012
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Apr 9, 2012
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Apr 9, 2012
Huntley, Illinois
Apr 12, 2012
Louisville, Kentucky
Apr 13, 2012
Redding, Connecticut
Apr 15, 2012
Brooklyn, New York
Apr 16, 2012
Casper, Wyoming
Apr 18, 2012
Bristol, Pennsylvania
May 16, 2012
Bryan, Texas
May 17, 2012
Missoula, Montana
Jun 3, 2012
Missoula, Montana
Jun 3, 2012
Yuma, Arizona
Jun 8, 2012
Lillington, North Carolina
Jun 11, 2012
Hollis, Maine
Jun 23, 2012
Sheridan, New York
Jun 27, 2012
Friendship, Ohio
Jul 1, 2012
Charlotte, North Carolina
Jul 1, 2012
Charlotte, North Carolina
Jul 1, 2012
Charlotte, North Carolina
Jul 1, 2012
Charlotte, North Carolina
Jul 1, 2012
Boones Mill, Virginia
Jul 2, 2012
Bloxom, Virginia
Jul 16, 2012
Bernalillo, New Mexico
Jul 23, 2012
Yonkers, New York
Jul 31, 2012
Mandan, North Dakota
Aug 4, 2012
Sugarcreek, Ohio
Aug 10, 2012
Grangeville, Idaho
Aug 12, 2012
South Sacramento, California
Aug 19, 2012
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Aug 20, 2012
Constable, New York
Aug 21, 2012
Contoocook, New Hampshire
Sep 2, 2012
Columbia, Pennsylvania
Sep 7, 2012
Wenatchee, Washington
Sep 17, 2012
Atascocita, Texas
Sep 17, 2012
Dagsboro, Delaware
Sep 27, 2012
Riverview, Michigan	Oct 1, 2012
Gilmore City, Iowa	Oct 9, 2012
Guffey, Colorado	Oct 27, 2012
Morgan Hill, California	Oct 27, 2012
Easton, Connecticut	Oct 29, 2012
Chicago, Illinois
Nov 2, 2012
White Oak, North Carolina
Nov 5, 2012
Kernersville, North Carolina
Nov 6, 2012
Elizabethtown, North Carolina
Nov 7, 2012
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Nov 11, 2012
Chicago, Illinois
Nov 11, 2012
Pentwater, Michigan
Nov 14, 2012
West Chester, Pennsylvania
Nov 22, 2012
North Kingstown, Rhode Island
Nov 24, 2012
Berwick, Pennsylvania
Nov 27, 2012
Bartelso, Illinois
Dec 2, 2012
Tyler, Texas
Dec 3, 2012
Pattonsburg, Missouri
Dec 8, 2012
Rothschild, Wisconsin
Dec 10, 2012
St. Louis, Missouri
Dec 12, 2012
Brooklyn, Wisconsin
Dec 22, 2012
Webster, New York
Dec 24, 2012
Webster, New York
Dec 24, 2012
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Statistics

US Fire Administration Releases
2012 Firefighter Fatality Statistics
EMMITSBURG, Md. – The U.S. Fire Administration (USFA) announced
today a provisional total of 83 on-duty firefighter fatalities in the
United States as a result of incidents that occurred in 2012, the
same number of firefighter losses as in 2011.
The 83 fatalities were spread across 34 states. Pennsylvania and
North Carolina experienced the highest number of fatalities with
nine firefighter deaths each. New York had six firefighter deaths,
including the most recent tragic shooting deaths of two firefighters
in Webster. California and Texas, each with five firefighter deaths,
were the only other states with five or more firefighter fatalities
in 2012.
Heart attacks or stroke were responsible for the deaths of 41
firefighters (49%) in 2012. This single year total is a near average
proportion of firefighter deaths from heart attack or stroke over
recent years. This nature of fatal injury has remained relatively
constant, while others, on average, have been reduced during the
past decade.

Eleven on-duty firefighters died in association with wildland fires,
the same as 2011 and 2010.
The single cause of injury seeing more than a four-fold increase
in firefighter deaths during 2012 was vehicle collisions (including
aircraft), with 18 deaths.
These 2012 firefighter fatality statistics are provisional and will
likely change somewhat as the USFA contacts state fire marshals
to verify the names of firefighters reported to have died on duty
during 2012. The final number of firefighter fatalities will be
reported in USFA’s annual firefighter fatality report, expected to
be available by July.
For additional information on firefighter fatalities, including the
annual fatality reports from 1986 through 2011 and the Firefighter
Fatality Retrospective Study 1990–2000, please visit the USFA
website. To Contact USFA Press Office: 301-447-1853

Summary Incident Report
Report Dates: Jan 4, 2012 to Dec 24, 2012
Number of On-Duty Firefighter Fatalities: 83
Count of Hometown Heroes: 15
Firefighter Classifications
39 Volunteer
47.6%
32 Career
39%
4 Wildland Part-Time
4.9%
3 Wildland Contract
3.7%
2 Paid-on-Call
2.4%
1 Part-Time (Paid)
1.2%
1 Industrial
1.2%
Number of Multiple Firefighter
Fatality Incidents: 4
Number of Firefighter Fatalities
Associated with Wildland
Incidents: 7
Type of Duty
23 On-Scene Fire
17 After
14 Other On-Duty
12 Responding
8 Training
7 On-Scene Non-Fire
1 Returning

28%
20.7%
17.1%
14.6%
9.8%
8.5%
1.2%

Percent of Fatalities Related to
Emergency Duty: 54.9%
Number of firefighter fatalities
associated with Suspicious/
Incendiary incidents: 3

Type of Incident
31 Not Incident-Related 37.8%
16 Structure Fire
19.5%
12 Wildland
14.6%
9 Motor Vehicle Accident 11%
5 Other
6.1%
3 Outside Fire
3.7%
2 Weather/Disaster Response
2.4%
2 Emergency Medical Services
2.4%
1 Technical Rescue
1.2%
1 Unknown
1.2%

Age of Firefighter When the
Fatal Injury Was Sustained
6 (Under 21)
7.3%
3 (21 to 25)
3.7%
2 (26 to 30)
2.4%
10 (31 to 40)
12.2%
25 (41 to 50)
30.5%
24 (51 to 60)
29.3%
11 (61 and Over)
13.4%
1 (Unknown)
1.2%

Cause of Fatal Injury
38 Stress/Overexertion
46.3%
19 Vehicle Collision - Includes
Aircraft
23.2%
9 Unknown
11%
5 Struck By
6.1%
4 Collapse
4.9%
3 Other
3.7%
2 Assault
2.4%
1 Fall
1.2%
1 Caught or Trapped
1.2%
Nature of Fatal Injury
34 Heart Attack
41.5%
27 Trauma
32.9%
8 Unknown
9.8%
4 Other
4.9%
4 Crushed
4.9%
3 Cerebrovascular Accident
3.7%
1 Heat Exhaustion
1.2%
1 Asphyxiation
1.2%

Type of Activity
30 Other
37%
14 Advance Hose Lines/Fire
Attack (inclds Wildland) 17.3%
8 In-Station Duties
9.9%
6 Driving/Riding Personal Vehicle
7.4%
5 Riding Vehicle/Apparatus 		
6.2%
4 Incident Command
4.9%
4 Driving/Operating Vehicle/
Apparatus
4.9%
2 Fitness Activity
2.5%
2 Water Supply
2.5%
2 Support
2.5%
1 Standby
1.2%
1 Scene Safety
1.2%
1 EMS/Patient Care
1.2%
1 Unknown
1.2%

Percent of Firefighter Fatalities
Age 40 and Under: 25.9%

Firefighter Fatalities by State
by Location of Fire Service
Organization
1 Arizona
1.2%
1 Arkansas
1.2%
5 California
6.1%
1 Colorado
1.2%
2 Connecticut
2.4%
1 Delaware
1.2%
2 Florida
2.4%
1 Hawaii
1.2%
1 Idaho
1.2%
4 Illinois
4.9%
2 Indiana
2.4%
1 Iowa
1.2%
1 Kentucky
1.2%
1 Maine
1.2%
3 Michigan
3.7%
1 Mississippi
1.2%
3 Missouri
3.7%
2 Montana
2.4%
1 New Hampshire
1.2%
1 New Jersey
1.2%
1 New Mexico
1.2%
6 New York
7.3%
9 North Carolina
11%
3 Ohio
3.7%
9 Pennsylvania
11%
1 Rhode Island
1.2%
1 South Carolina
1.2%
2 Tennessee
2.4%
5 Texas
6.1%
4 Virginia
4.9%
1 Washington
1.2%
4 Wisconsin
4.9%
1 Wyoming
1.2%
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Diverse Uncensored Opinionated

h h Platinum sponsors h h

Dello Russo
LaserVision
www.dellorussolaservision.com

Tri-State

Health & Wellness
Medical Center
201-791-7771
www.Tri-State-Health.com

Medwell L.L.C.
33 Central Ave
Midland Park, NJ

201.345.4993

EP Envisage
Productions
www.envisageproductions.com

wwwkayalortho.com

www.AllAmericanFord.net

h h Superstar Line up on Talk Radio h h

Sports Talk 5-0
artie & matt
tuesday at 9 pm

TOUGH JUSTICE
Donna Roman Hernandez
Thursday at 7 pm

THE HARD FACTS
STEVEN OLIMPIO
SATURDAY AT 10 AM

your world Uncensored
SUNDAY AT 11 AM

TO LISTEN TO OUR LIVE SHOWS AND RECEIVE
OUR SHOW FREE THROUGH PODCAST, GO TO

www.ddvradio.com
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